Introduction
============

Variant information in genomic-based personalized medicine and biomedical research
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------

In the current era of high-throughput sequencing, the reliable and comprehensive analysis of genomic variant data has become a central task in many clinical and research applications related to precision medicine. Joint analysis of such data from thousands of samples collected under large scale sequencing projects, such as Exome Sequencing Project (ESP, <http://evs.gs.washington.edu/EVS/>), The Atherosclerosis Risk in Communities Study ([@bax049-B1]), Centers for Mendelian Genomics ([@bax049-B2]), UK10K ([@bax049-B3]), The Cancer Genome Atlas ([@bax049-B4]) provides a detailed and medically useful insight into molecular basis of many genetic conditions.

Although a plethora of statistical methods (e.g. for variant prioritization ([@bax049-B5]) or variant association ([@bax049-B10]) was developed, there is a lack of tools that allow researchers to perform *ad hoc*, unrestricted queries on large data sets. Such tools should be powerful enough to deal with population-scale sequencing data that will be generated by such large-scale projects as Genomic England's '100 000 Genomes Project' (<http://www.genomicsengland.co.uk/the-100000-genomes-project/>) or Precision Medicine Initiative (<http://www.nih.gov/precision-medicine-initiative-cohort-program>) announced by the US administration, which aim in sequencing of at least 1 million Americans.

The early attempts of applying big data technologies to interactive analyses of sequencing datasets were focused on providing the end user with an API (application programming interface) in Pig ([@bax049-B15]) or Scala ([@bax049-B16]) languages and integration with the exiting bioinformatics file formats using middleware libraries like Hadoop-Binary Alignment Map (BAM) ([@bax049-B17]). Those approaches while very flexible, but impose imperative programming paradigm which assume that the end user explicitly declares query execution plans. This is not suitable for many researchers and data scientists who are not experts in distributed computing programming at the same time.

Recently, several emerging technologies such as big data query engines offering SQL (Structured Query Language) interfaces like Apache Impala (<http://impala.io/>), Apache SparkSQL (<https://spark.apache.org/>), Presto (<https://prestodb.io/>), Apache Drill (<https://drill.apache.org/>) made it possible to adapt declarative paradigms of programming to analysing very large datasets. Finally, big data multi-dimensional analytics cube solutions such as Apache Kylin (<http://kylin.apache.org/>) can significantly speed up SQL queries by storing already pre-aggregated results in a fast noSQL database (e.g. Apache HBase).

Efficient *ad hoc* data analysis has been already for years a main goal of OLAP (Online Analytical Processing) solutions design based upon data warehouses. In the case of genomic OLAP systems, the end-users are clinicians and medical researchers. Both groups have different needs and expectations towards data analysis, still those are not mutually exclusive. On the clinical level it is important to find knowledge about variants in well-known genes and to compare the variant information of newly sequenced patients against a larger knowledge base. Here the *ad hoc* question may have the form e.g. 'tell me what diseases and phenotypes may have a patient having a specific set of variants'. On the research side, the queries are focused on unsupervised searches that combine sets of variants, sets of genomic intervals and phenotypic information. This is often about getting the estimates of specific measures of aggregates, e.g. 'tell me which phenotype has its related genes with an over-represented amount of variants'.

Current solutions for analysing sequencing data using SQL and storing genomic variant information can be divided into two categories. First group of tools tries to take advantage of classic single-node RDBMS (Relational Database Management System) like MySQL ([@bax049-B18], [@bax049-B19]) or newer analytical with column-oriented store like MonetDB ([@bax049-B20]). Those solutions are able to provide flexibility and very good ANSI SQL conformance and reasonable performance \[([@bax049-B21]) while working on datasets that are already pre-aggregated (e.g. using Apache Pig in case of ([@bax049-B19])\] or limited in size \[500 MB reported by ([@bax049-B20])\]. On the other hand, they do not offer horizontal scalability, efficiently compressed store and high availability features out of the box.

The other group of prototypes focuses on providing distributed and scalable bioinformatics file formats equivalent to well-known ones such as BAM or Variant Calling Format (VCF). The major example of such an approach is ADAM (Avro Data Alignment Map) formats family ([@bax049-B22]) using Avro (<https://avro.apache.org/>) data serialization and Parquet (<https://parquet.apache.org/>) columnar data representation. These files can be processed using popular query engines like Apache Impala, Apache Spark or Presto. Such a modular approach where storage is not tightly connected to a specific computing framework opens up possibility of choosing freely both a query engine and file format that provides the best performance.

The goal of this prototyping study is to provide hints on combining both approaches in order to create scalable and flexible data warehouse infrastructures for genomic population-scale studies at single sample and variant granularity. For this purposes, the benchmarking suite consisting of data generator, data model and set of queries has been proposed. The benchmarking results of this project are intended to point out the future directions of work on genomic variant data warehouse biobanks. Such database study may be needed in all the areas of application of genomic systems: research, medical and commercial.

Biomedical issues that require *ad hoc* variant data analysis
-------------------------------------------------------------

Accurate detection and interpretation of genomic variation obtained from next generation sequencing data became the central issues in the precision medicine and human genetics research studies. To enable a comprehensive and efficient variant analysis the storage and query engines should allow to run a wide range of *ad hoc* queries providing the answer to the most relevant biomedical questions.

*Variant prioritization*. Although many methods have been proposed to evaluate variant pathogenicity ([@bax049-B23]), the allele frequency measured in control populations remains as one of the best variant effect predictors ([@bax049-B24]). Most of the disease-causing variants are absent or rarely observed in general population but their allele frequency may vary among ethnic groups. Therefore, it is important to distinguish population-specific polymorphisms (likely benign) from real pathogenic variants that are rare enough in every sub-population represented in the control data.

Publicly available databases (1000 genomes, ESP, ExAC) report variant frequencies for a small set of pre-defined ethnic groups (e.g. Europeans, Africans, Asians). Still, no information about variant frequencies in smaller sub-populations (e.g. on the country/state/county level) can be found in them. There are many reasons of not reporting this potentially useful data. First, detailed information about origin of samples included in these studies was not always collected or was not available. Second, the number of individuals in other sub-populations was too small so reporting allele frequency was not justified. Finally, storing allele frequency in the VCF file for every possible level of granularity of population structure would become impractical.

It can be expected that first two issues will be resolved in the near future when more good quality data sets will become available. Still, the pre-computing, updating and storing of such high dimensional allele frequency information will remain a challenge. Although testing the prototype, the main aspect taken into account was the performance of our variant data warehouse in calculating variants' allele frequencies for various subsets of samples. In particular, allele frequencies have been computed for each of four major ethnic groups and for each of 181 countries represented in our simulated data set.

*Masking genomic regions with excess of rare variants*. Disease-causing variants are not uniformly distributed across the genome ([@bax049-B5]). They are often clustered in certain parts of the gene, such as selected exons or protein domains, as those functional elements of the genome are more likely to be protein-coding. These regions are usually characterized by a depletion of rare variants in control databases ([@bax049-B25], [@bax049-B26]). Analogously, an excess of rare variants indicates tolerant, less critical regions in which one should not expect disease-causing mutations. Filtering variants located within these commonly mutated regions reduces the number candidates and therefore can improve the final interpretation ([@bax049-B27], [@bax049-B28]).

The focus of the benchmarking was the ability of the data warehouse to compute the cumulative frequencies of rare, predicted deleterious variants in different types of genomic regions such as exons, genes and cytogenetic bands. This information can be further utilized to determine genomic intervals of higher than expected mutational rate ([@bax049-B29]). It is worth noting that the same calculations can be further repeated for any subset of samples, e.g. individuals from selected ethnic groups or countries.

*Association tests*. Multiple statistical methods have been developed to support novel disease gene discoveries in large case-control analysis of sequencing data ([@bax049-B10]). Classical GWAS approaches aim at identifying single variants, for which allele frequency differ significantly between cases and controls. The main drawback of these methods is a lack of power while dealing with very rare variants ([@bax049-B30]). To overcome this issue, various aggregation tests have been proposed. They analyse the cumulative effects of multiple variants in a gene or a genomic region, either by collapsing information from multiple variants into single score \[Burden test ([@bax049-B10]) or evaluating aggregated score test statistics of individual variants, such as C-alpha ([@bax049-B13]) or SKAT ([@bax049-B14])\].

An important issue for aggregated tests is selecting an appropriate subset of variants to be tested for association ([@bax049-B30]). The allele frequency cutoff is usually determined using the information on disease prevalence and expected inheritance model. In order to refine further the subset of variants one can use prediction scores to select the most damaging mutations. However, despite many existing prediction algorithms and a variety of filtering strategies there is no single solution that fits to all studies.

Some types of queries have been run to assess the efficiency of our variant warehouse in performing customized region-based association tests. In particular, the search was done for genes or exons enriched for rare deleterious variants in selected disease populations.

*Investigating the depth of coverage*. Coverage statistics obtained from a large population of samples can be used in many ways, including prediction of copy number variants (CNVs) ([@bax049-B31], [@bax049-B32]) and detection of regions of poor or variable coverage. CNVs are of great importance in clinical investigation because they often allow to explain patient's phenotype. On the other hand, an information about poorly covered regions can be used to improve the results of association studies ([@bax049-B33]).

*Interactive variant browsing*. To achieve the clinical applicability of genomic variant knowledge and for real bench-to-bedside impact of personalized medicine, it is necessary to provide clinicians and medical researchers with user-friendly tools for flexible querying and real-time browsing variant information for a currently investigated patient. Tasks such as phenotypic or ontology-based searches, comparing large knowledge bases with local sequenced biobanks of patients or finding associations between drug response and variants must certainly have the basis in the efficient *ad hoc* variant database queries. Having efficient querying for large variant databases with convenient data management interfaces may convince clinicians to use more of the accumulated genomic knowledge in their daily practice and will have in consequence beneficial influence on patients and therapies.

State-of-the-art techniques for distributed data processing
-----------------------------------------------------------

To construct the benchmarks for genomic variant database it is necessary to systematize the current technologies, formats and software tools used in this area. Those relevant aspects are listed with short descriptions below.

### File formats and storage engines

Apache ORC (<https://orc.apache.org>) and Apache Parquet are the most advanced type-aware columnar file formats used in the Hadoop Ecosystem stored using Hadoop File System (HDFS). Both exhibit many design similarities such as pluggable data compression mechanism (e.g. Snappy, gzip/Zlib or LZO), data type specific encoders and support for nested data structures. Apache ORC and Parquet are also widely adopted and many distributed query engines provide support for both, including Apache Spark, Apache Hive and Presto. ORC introduces also a lightweight indexing that enables skipping of complete blocks of rows that do not satisfy the query predicates. However, there has been no consensus yet on whether one of them is superior in terms of performance. Recent studies ([@bax049-B34]) suggest that ORC might be significantly faster (ca. 1.3--5.8×). Apache Kudu ([@bax049-B35]) is a novel open source storage engine for structured data which supports low-latency random access together with efficient analytical access patterns. It can be run in parallel with the existing HDFS installation.

Query engines
-------------

Among the modern query engines the differentiating factors are e.g. query performance, memory requirements, compatibility or APIs. In order to choose a subset of engines to be tested with the benchmark data the list of requirements has been prepared: ANSI SQL or its dialect as a querying language,ODBC/JDBC availability provides interoperability with analytical tools like R, visualization and reporting solutions,I/O operations with HDFS file system,support for both popular columnar storage: Apache ORC and Parquet,support for Apache YARN (Yet Another Resource Negotiator) to provide easy and efficient resource sharing among different jobs running on a cluster the same time,support for Hive metastore to provide an abstraction layer over physical storage model details,at least basic data access authorization.

Big data query engines can be divided into four main categories. Historically, the first group introduced an implementation of MapReduce paradigm for executing SQL queries and despite the fact that offers in many cases poor performance it is still widely used because of its maturity and stability. Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG)-based category that is a natural successor of the legacy MapReduce approach is currently under active development and seems to becoming the most popular nowadays. MPP-like engines that has is its origin in dedicated analytical appliances (e.g. Netezza, Greenplum, Teradata). The last category are OLAP cubes solutions that store pre-computed results (aggregates) using distributed storage systems. The query engines that have been initially evaluated as candidates for including in the benchmark are as follows:

Hive is data warehouse software that enables querying and managing large datasets in a distributed storage. It provides a metastore which can keep the information on data specific parameters such as tables, schema, file format or location of the files. Hive can be operated with HiveQL, highly similar to ANSI SQL. There are various execution engines where HiveQL queries can be run, such as MapReduce, Tez or Spark. Among those, MapReduce is the only execution engine that is supported by all Hadoop distributions (i.e. Hortonworks and Claudera) and therefore only this engine was included in our benchmark.

Hive on MapReduce Hive initially had used MapReduce as the execution engine. MR introduced the paradigm ([@bax049-B36]) of writing distributed algorithms using two phases: map and reduce. Hive transforms each query into multiple stages consisting of both phases. In case of MapReduce each stage is run independently with sub-results persisted which may lead to IO overhead.

SparkSQL Apache Spark was designed to solve similar problems as Apache Tez and also utilities the concept of DAG's. It is based on the concept of Resilient Distributed Datasets ([@bax049-B37]). Spark apart from running directly Hive queries have its own optimizer for HiveQL called Catalyst. It also puts great emphasis on memory usage with project Tungsten that uses off-heap memory. Recent major performance improvement introduced in the Spark 2.x branch called whole stage code generation was a reason for including two Spark releases (branch 1.6.x---still widely used and 2.1.x the most recent one as of writing) in the benchmarking procedure.

Apache Presto is a project that was not aimed to replace MapReduce as such but to improve interactive analytical queries on large datasets. It allows querying data sources of different sizes from traditional RDBMS and distributed storages like HDFS. Presto also aims to be ANSI SQL compliant, thus it does not support HiveQL. It is a columnar execution engine initially developed at Facebook and supported by Teradata. It can connect to Hive metastore with a connector.

Apache Impala similar to Presto puts a lot more effort on interactive analytics but it has much more limited support for file formats and data sources. Most notably it lacks support for Apache ORC file format. According to benchmark ([@bax049-B34]) it is however slower than Presto with Apache ORC as storage in terms of wall time.

Apache Kylin is a distributed OLAP cube solution developed upon Hive and HBase software. It provides a web user interface for both logical (dimensional modelling) and physical (noSQL database table storage) design. Cuboids are computed using map-reduce jobs and loaded into key-value store for fast retrieval. Queries that cannot be answered using OLAP cube can be rerouted to Hive for runtime processing.

MonetDB is a parallel, analytical RDBMS with a columnar-oriented data store. Over the years (project was initiated in the 1990s) it has introduced a great number of unique features e.g. CPU-tuned query execution architecture, usage of CPU-caches, run-time query optimizations just to name a few. An optional SAM/BAM module for processing of sequence alignment data has been also released recently ([@bax049-B20]).

### Major limitations and challenges in the modern distributed database systems

Although distributed computing research area has been developing rapidly for the last 2--3 years, still there are many challenges and limitations that designers and developers of the system should to be aware and which need to be addressed in the future shapes of the software: cost-based query optimization is still in its infancy when compared with classic RDBMS---there is still very often a need for manual query tuning like table joins reordering or queries reformulation,ANSI SQL conformance is often not yet fully satisfied, which leads to situations where one query needs to be customized for each execution engine,many analytical/window functions are missing or named differently,distributed queries launch overheads---there is still a lot of effort put into providing more interactive user experience as known from classic RDBMS,engines self-tuning features are also not yet implemented which very often results in manual, time-consuming triaging and tuning on the level of engines as well as single queries,in most of the cases the underlying storage layer is either optimized for fast sequential reads or random access patterns (Apache Kudu is an exception) and thus sometimes data need to be duplicated.

Materials and methods
=====================

Base data model
---------------

In the area of data warehouses many design patterns have been proposed ([@bax049-B38], [@bax049-B39]) that can be applied in the prototype with some adjustments, specific to the requirements of distributed computing model and query engines. The main issue to be solved is slow joins, which should be preferably replaced with filtering or map-joins. One of the solutions it is to apply the star schema which can lead to executing map-joins when the dimension table can fit into the memory. [Figure 1](#bax049-F1){ref-type="fig"} depicts the star schema of the prototype. Dimension tables are also designed to enable implementation of hierarchies for flexible adjusting of an area of interest, e.g. for the geography dimension one can query over region $\rightarrow$ subregion $\rightarrow$ country or for genomic position gene $\rightarrow$ transcript $\rightarrow$ exon $\rightarrow$ chromosome $\rightarrow$ position.

![Proposed star schema of the genomic variant data warehouse, with central fact table and tables modelling patients' genotypes and phenotypes and genomic variant annotation to RefSeq and Ensembl.](bax049f1){#bax049-F1}

The 'fact' table contains information retrieved from VCF files, such as chromosome, position, reference and alternative alleles, depth of coverage, genotype and genotype likelihoods. It also includes references to all the dimension tables.

The table *dim_geography* represents world region of the patient divided into hierarchical areas. That type of patient information may be relevant in case of population genomics studies From clinical perspective it may help to identify population specific polymorphisms and trace the origin of causative variants, e.g. in epidemiology.

Both *dim_genomic_position_ensembl* and *dim_genomic_position_refseq* cover referential genes and transcript annotations as available in RefSeq an Ensembl databases, respectively. Each record corresponds to a single exon and contains information on its genomic location and associated transcript's data. Exons included in canonical transcripts are indicated by 'iscanonical' flag. The transcripts with 'ismerged' flag, are results of overlapping all transcripts that map to the same HGNC gene symbol.

Table *dim_disease* represents a set of Online Mendelian Inheritance in Man (OMIM) diseases. This table models all the phenotypic and disease information about the patient and sample that can be possibly stored in a genomic data warehouse. This may be extended into a set of data tables, including phenotype ontology and all the clinical parameters relevant for the diseases of patients whose samples are stored. This is the most obvious direction of development of the warehouse structure for practical applications.

The *dim_variant_predictions* contains variant information that is available in dbNSFP database ([@bax049-B40]) with selected results from some of the major predictors available.

The full definitions of all the tables in the database schema can be found in the project results repository (<https://github.com/ZSI-Bio/variantsdwh>).

Data model optimizations
------------------------

Base data model organized as a classic star schema is mainly suitable for running queries that require the highest granularity of data but using only a small subset of rows from the fact table. Queries that perform full-table scans over fact table in order to calculate aggregated measures over e.g. geographical items or genomic regions can benefit from being rewritten to be run over aggregation tables. It can be further optimized by introducing aggregation tables that have been pre-joined with some of the most often used dimensions. This can be particularly beneficial in the case of high or ultra-high cardinality dimensions like *dim_genomic_position* or *dim_variant_prediction*. Last but not least, the base data can be transformed into OLAP cubes storing all aggregates along predefined query patterns for running fast *slice and dice* operations. To address all the needs above, four levels of data storage have been introduced: raw data of genotype calls (raw)---is a raw, not aggregated fact table with the highest granularity and references to all the dimension tables,aggregation tables level (aggr)---storing all variant counts aggregated by countries, exons, diseases, and keeping references to all dimension tables,aggregation and full denormalization level (aggr+denorm)---the aggregated fact table with pre-joined dimension tables stored as one table,OLAP cube with all aggregates pre-computed and stored in noSQL database (Kylin).

Construction of benchmarks
--------------------------

### Cluster infrastructure overview

#### Hardware

All the test have been run using a 6 node cluster (5 data/processing nodes and 1 used as master and name node). Machines were equipped with 2xE5-2650 CPU resulting in 16 cores/32 threads and 256GB of RAM. Each node had local 6 hard drives in RAID0 (400 GB of disk space) mode with peak throughput around 1.3 GB/s of sequential read speed. Network interconnects allowed stable transfer at around 200MB/s.

#### Software

Cloudera (CDH) 5.8.2 distribution were installed with Hadoop 2.6.0, Hive 1.1.0, HBase 1.1.1, Kudu 1.0.1 and Zookeeper 3.4.5 as main software components. Versions of other components are summarized in [Table 1](#bax049-T1){ref-type="table"}. Please, note that in the text Spark in version 1.6.3 is referred to as Spark 1 and Spark in version 2.1.0 as Spark 2. Table 1.Query engines comparisonQuery engineVersionORCParquetKuduJDBC/ODBCYARNSecurityApache Hive1.1.0++--+++Apache Spark1.6.3/2.1.0+++/−+++Presto0.169++--++/−+/−Apache Impala2.8.0--+++++Apache Kyli1.2++--+++MonetDB11.21.11N/AN/AN/A+N/A+

### Query engines

The benchmark measures the performance of four distributed query engines described above, i.e. Apache Hive (MapReduce), Apache Spark (versions 1.x and 2.x), Presto, and Apache Impala. First three engines were tested using two different file formats: ORC and Parquet. Apache Impala, which does not support ORC, was tested in configuration with Parquet and Apache Kudu.

In addition, in the case of queries against aggregation tables, MonetDB database was used as a a baseline to compare performance of distributed query engines versus one of the fastest parallel, columnar but still single-node relational databases. Distributed cube OLAP solution---Apache Kylin has been also reviewed to indicate a possibility of reducing query times even more, with the aim of execution time below a single second.

### Data warehouse physical data model details

In all the tests queried tables were stored in either ORC or Parquet format with gzip compression and registered as Hive tables in Hive Metastore.

[Table 2](#bax049-T2){ref-type="table"} presents the details of the physical tables stored in Hive and MonetDB. Table 2.Physical data model propertiesTableRowsColumnsORC-Zlib sizePQ-Zlib sizeKudu-Zlib sizeMonetDB sizefact48270055131424.921.776.369.6fact_agg_counts230380448203.13.28.725.7fact_agg_counts_dims2303804486710.910.134.872.1dim_gen_pos_ens1519361120.00970.01220.3660.064dim_gen_pos_rs725811120.00640.0070.041dim_geography24970.0000040.0000040.0000120.007dim_disease756930.0001040.0001130.0003480.003dim_variant_predict3912718262810.811.819.154.2

In the case of MonetDB only $1*10^{9}$ rows (approximately one-fifth of the dataset) has been loaded to the fact table, while the rest of the tables (aggregation and dimension) were the exact copies of those stored in Hive. It was because of the disk space constraints, as MonetDB does not provide any data compression mechanism. It has been estimated that the total size of fact and dimension tables would exceed 400 GB that was attached as local storage.

The first level (*fact*) table enables running most general queries even for single samples. The next two levels (2 and 3) (*fact_agg_counts* and *fact_agg_counts_dims* are pre-aggregated by all dimension's foreign keys. Levels 1--3 can be queried using different computing engines (Hive on MapReduce, SparkSQL, Presto) and the data is stored as one of columnar storage such as Apache ORC or Parquet, whereas the fourth level is implemented using Apache Kylin which with HBase as a storage.

The size of the Kylin OLAP cube was 47.6 GB and it took ∼6.5 h to build it. In case of Apache Kudu there was a need to add an artificial primary key in case of aggregated tables (levels 2 and 3).

### Formulation of queries and testing

The performance of the variant, data warehouse has been tested using 12 types of queries that correspond to biomedical issues discussed in the previous section. The detailed description of queries and engine-specific versions of SQLs are available in the results repository. Q1: Allele frequencies---breakdown by geographical region. For every variant the set of population specific allele frequencies corresponding to four continents (subquery A) or 181 countries (subquery B) is calculated. This type of data can be used to identify and flag common polymorphisms observed only in selected populations.Q2: Cumulative frequencies per genomic interval. The number of distinct rare (allele frequency \<1 %), deleterious \[predicted as damaging by Functional Analysis through Hidden Markov Models (FATHMM)\] variants and their cumulative allele frequencies are computed for every single transcript (subquery A) or exon (subquery B) in the human genome. This information may help to detect the commonly mutated regions that could be masked in the clinical investigation of patients variant data.Q3: Enrichment of variants in disease population. The aggregated variant counts are computed for selected subpopulation of disease patients for every transcript (subquery A) or exon (subquery B) in the human genome. These queries provide substrates for aggregation tests and can be easily used to identify genes or exons with excess of damaging variants in disease population.Q4: Distribution of variantin disease populationnomic intervals. Minimum, 25th percentile, median, 75th percentile and maximum depth of coverage across all samples is computed for every transcript (subquery A) or exon (subquery B) in the human genome. These queries, allow to locate poorly or variably covered regions that may be a cause of inflation of false positive values in association studies.Q5--Q12: Set of queries on the fact table. In addition to the eight complex queries (four query families) described above, the benchmark includes a set of eight queries that act on the fact table only, i.e. without joins with dimension tables. In particular, 'Q5' returns the list of all variants from the single sample and the given genomic region. This simulates a typical scenario in which clinician/analyst explore patientan variants in the gene/region of interest. It is important that such a simple genome range queries are processed efficiently, possibly providing an answer in less than a few seconds. Remaining queries can be useful in other types of exploratory analysis or in a process of quality control. These queries return:Q6: the number of variantso occurrences corresponding to the same substitution type (e.g. C \> G) in all samples,Q7: the number of distinct variants per chromosome observed in all samples,Q8: the number of variants for which a ratio of variant to total reads exceeds 90% in the given sample,Q9: the ratio of heterozygous to homozygous variants on X chromosome in the given sample,Q10: the number of variants per sample for a given chromosome,Q11: the number of different genes containing variants per sample,Q12: the number of variants per chromosome for a given sample.

### Test set properties and its generation

The largest publicly available variant datasets (such as ExAC) contain data from \>50 000 of samples. Unfortunately, ExAC does not provide sample level genotype data. Downloadable VCFs contain variant allele frequencies across different populations; however, no genotype data for individual samples are reported. To generate dataset that has similar properties to the ExAC one, a data simulator has been implemented that uses real population-specific allele frequencies extracted from ExAC.

For the purpose of testing, an artificial SNV data set has been generated, simulating 50 000 whole exome sequences. To ensure the actual distribution of genomic variants in geographical populations, the ethnic-specific allele frequencies available in ExAC database have been used. This simulation procedure consists of three steps:

First, every sample is assigned to one of four ethnic groups, i.e. Europeans, Americans, Asians or Africans. Then, samples within an ethnic group are associated with countries, which are randomly selected with respect to relative population sizes.

Subsequently, variants are simulated based on information present in the dbNSFP ([@bax049-B40]) including chromosomal position, reference/alternative alleles and allele frequencies from ExAC. For every variant in dbNSFP the genotype has been selected with a probability *p*(*af*) and corresponding to the proper ethnic group allele frequency: $$p(af) = \begin{cases}
{1 - 2 \cdot af + \operatorname{}af^{2}} & {\quad\,\text{for}\,\,\text{genotype}\,\, 0/0\,} \\
{2 \cdot af \cdot (1 - af)} & {\quad\,\text{for}\,\,\text{genotype}\,\, 0/1\,} \\
{af^{2}} & {\quad\,\text{for}\,\,\text{genotype}\,\, 1/1\,} \\
\end{cases}$$

For every genotype generated in previous step, the total depth and allelic depth of coverage have been simulated. For a given position of the variant, the average value of the total number of reads has been fixed, using information reported in ExAC about a mean depth of coverage at this location.

### Test procedure automation

SQL-dialect specific version of all the queries have been run using all query engines and in case of aggregated (storage level 2), aggregated and denormalized (storage level 3) also using MonetDB. Queries on storage level 3 have been also tested using the Kylin cube.

To execute queries using selected engines and storage formats there has been prepared a parametrized YAML-based configuration file for each query (see <https://github.com/ZSI-Bio/variantsdwh> for details). This enabled us to automate the process of testing different combinations of query engines and storage formats. Proposed automation framework consists of Scala utility that reads parametrized SQL query in a YAML file (together with additional metadata information) and executes it using a selected execution engine (using a JDBC interface) against tables stored in a desired file format a specified number of times. In order to even further automate the benchmarking process additional shell scripts were developed that execute end to end scenario, e.g. start Spark 1 Thrift server, run queries, stop it, and repeat the same steps with Spark 2. Framework is also shipped with tools that can generate the physical model, populate dimension tables and generate fact table of a given size. Data analyses and visualization step are implemented as a set of R scripts that process CSV output of the benchmark procedures.

In the case of Hive tables stored as ORC or Parquet format gzip/Zlib compression has been used in both cases. Each query from the test set has been run several times and average value has been calculated. Disk buffers at operating system level were purged before each query launch.

Results and discussion
======================

After performing the queries with the selection of database and query engines, a number of conclusions and recommendations can be formulated. The numeric results of the benchmarking tests can be found in the table

File formats and storage engines
--------------------------------

Testing both ORC and Parquet file formats revealed that there exist serious differences in their implementations between the computing engines. The same query run using a different file format can slow down even by factor of ∼1.5--2× (see [Table 3](#bax049-T3){ref-type="table"}). It can be observed that Apache Hive performs better using ORC than Parquet. Apache Spark always favours Parquet format, so does Presto with ORC but here the difference seems to be less obvious (with the exception of queries without join operations where the difference can be significant). The difference in size of the compressed files (using gzip/Zlib algorithm) were comparable, varied depending on a table but in the case of the fact table reached the maximum value of ca. 20%. Table 3.Queries average execution times for Apache Hive, Apache Spark, Presto, Impala, MonetDB and Apache KylinQueryLevelHive on MR \[s\]Presto\[s\]Spark 1\[s\]Spark 2\[s\]Impala \[s\]MonetDB \[s\]Kylin \[s\]FormatORCParquetORCParquetORCParquetORCParquetParquetKuduCustomHFileQ1~*A*~raw6481548283314572434330**280**8141523aggr2162122528553527**23**8554207aggr+denorm1233151119242115113583182**0.32**Q1~*B*~raw7101603270316230**145**3352196851580aggr1931952428392725**22**845644aggr+denorm1413671319212017144990143**0.85**Q2~*A*~raw386543103172613478143**81**157976aggr28530034291387933**28**5182263aggr+denorm53711.816.741614127.165.828.218**1.7**Q2~*B*~rawfailedfailed271320721492144**79**1801357aggr54268031331448939**27**6580321aggr+denorm5167**2.24**7.49188.59126.376.918.64172.5Q3~*A*~raw423577118196649552139**76**2211082aggr29430035361549444**32**8582549aggr+denorm45601.017.25209.629.675.945.4318**0.5**13Q3~*B*~raw422573113193655427136**75**2331074aggr29229939**36**1418248398982549aggr+denorm44621.188.632111115.476.311**0.3**14Q4~*A*~raw1712073366783447**21**59516aggr174170**12**13261721152520146aggr+denorm1231423.666.3616149.519.72121891**0.26**Q4~*B*~raw1602002967793242**15**20524aggr155164111423161212**3.81**20157aggr+denorm5670**0.71**4.58127.195.12.64.352430.91Q5raw64951.013711126428.4916**0.33**Q6raw2349**0.45**246713313.051118Q7raw73872555983749**15**71308Q8raw28765396620383.5516**0.36**Q9raw751010.694910722484.616.26**0.46**Q10raw5884**3.86**418519478.822158Q11raw6087**3.58**305917378.131827Q12raw771004.472529142838.78**0.27**

In summary, Parquet-based file formats for storing genomic information (as e.g. in ADAM) are a good choice for running complex analytical queries (e.g. Q1--Q4) whereas are not really suitable for fast random access patterns, e.g. interactive variants browsing for a given sample identifier and genomic position ranges (Q5). When choosing this file format Apache Spark 2 seems to best query engine that in most of the cases outperforms both Apache Spark 1 and Apache Impala. The other option that is currently worth considering is combination of ORC file format with Presto query engine. In most of the cases it is slower in case of the queries on raw data requiring joins with dimension tables but on the other hand is more performant in single table scan operations and data browsing. Neither of these combinations of query engine/file format can compete with Apache Impala/Kudu configuration in terms of fast data browsing that can offer sub-second responses in most of the cases.

Query engines
-------------

None of the evaluated computing engines was an obvious winner in all the queries and storage levels (see [Figures 2](#bax049-F2){ref-type="fig"} and [3](#bax049-F3){ref-type="fig"} and [Table 3](#bax049-T3){ref-type="table"}). The results can be summarized as follows:

i.  Presto is a perfect choice for simpler queries (with fewer or no joins) or smaller tables (e.g. aggregated and denormalized), on the other hand it is also suitable for complex queries with many joins but is slower than Apache Spark 2.

ii. Apache Hive (MapReduce) is particularly good at complex queries with joins run on large fact tables but still slower than other DAG-based and MPP-like solutions. It does not excel at interactive, simpler queries when it always was slower and the difference even more visible.

iii. Apache Spark 2 seems to be most general purpose tool in the study. It is suitable for both heavy processing and comparable to Presto when interactivity is of importance. A clear performance boost when compared to Apache Spark 1 was observed - in almost all the test cases it was faster and in some the difference was even 5--6×.

iv. Apache Kylin whereas is not as flexible as fully fledged query engines with properly designed OLAP cube can be truly interactive tool with sub-second response times.

v.  all of the query engines show superior performance over MonetDB in case of running star-queries over the aggregation tables with an average speedup ∼3--7×, in case of queries against aggregated and denormalized tables execution times converged, in a few queries MonetDB proved to be equally fast as Kylin. MonetDB seems to exceptionally well deal with queries run against a single table.

vi. Apache Impala was the only query engine that was used to access data stored in Apache Kudu. When used together with Apache Kudu, it was the best combination capable of answering genome range queries (Q5) in a truly interactive way (\<1 s). It also offered comparable execution times to the Apache Spark 2 and Presto in case of single table queries in many cases.

![Execution times for all the query engines and file formats for the queries Q1-Q4 over raw, aggregation and denormalized tables with MonetDB as a baseline. For a given configuration (query engine and file format) each query was executed three to five times. Different colors were used to show the average execution times for different file formats. In addition, lower and upper bounds of error bars indicate the minimum and maximum query execution time, respectively.](bax049f2){#bax049-F2}

![Execution times for all the query engines and file formats for queries Q5--Q12. For a given configuration (query engine and file format) each query was executed between three and five times. Different colors were used to show the average execution times for different file formats. In addition, lower and upper bounds of error bars indicate the minimum and maximum query execution time, respectively.](bax049f3){#bax049-F3}

Data compression
----------------

The impact of data compression on table size and query execution times has been tested for two best performing configuration, i.e. Presto with ORC and Spark 2 with Parquet.

Using columnar storage together with gzip/Zlib or Snappy compression can significantly reduce storage requirements ([Figure 4A](#bax049-F4){ref-type="fig"}). In comparison to MonetDB the storage space required can be even 5--7× smaller ([Table 2](#bax049-T2){ref-type="table"}). In general data encoding and compression in Parquet is 15% better than ORC in case of Snappy and gzip/Zlib compression methods. Besides non-compressed data encoded with ORC format can be even three times bigger than non-compressed data encoded with Parquet ([Figure 4A](#bax049-F4){ref-type="fig"}).

![Impact of compression on fact table size and execution times for queries Q5--Q12.](bax049f4){#bax049-F4}

Comparison of execution times revealed that there are no visible overhead of Snappy data compression on the performance. On the other hand, gzip/Zlib compression may have either positive or negative impact on query execution times, depending on the query ([Figure 4B](#bax049-F4){ref-type="fig"}). In case of queries that require full table scans negative impact of gzip/Zlib compression can be observed, e.g. compare execution times for Q7.

Data model optimizations
------------------------

The use of aggregation tables can result in huge speedup when running queries that require full-table scan to compute aggregated measures ([Figure 5](#bax049-F5){ref-type="fig"}). In the conducted tests it ranged from 6× in case of Hive up to 100× in case of Presto with ORC file format.

![Impact of aggregation and denormalization on query performace for queries Q1--Q4.](bax049f5){#bax049-F5}

Application of OLAP cube
------------------------

Apache Kylin can offer unbeatable performance at a cost of flexibility when running queries following predefined patterns (i.e. hierarchies, groupings, measures). In most of the cases it proved to be ∼5--20× faster than Presto or SparkSQL. It can be seen as a 'coprocessor' boost component that can offload SparkSQL or Presto by handling predefined but parametrized queries.

Recommendations for genomic data warehouse designers
----------------------------------------------------

Designing a scalable performant analytical system that can handle rapidly growing amount of genomic data is by no means an easy task. In this manuscript a few crucial findings that may be treated as design guidelines have been highlighted: There are many competing big data ready file formats, query engines and their combinations can substantially differ in performance characteristics. Moreover, serious performance differences can be observed after upgrade from one version of a tool to another. Furthermore, since all of the discussed solutions are truly distributed, also infrastructure characteristics such as network interfaces and storage systems throughput can impact the system performance. This is why it is advisable to use benchmarking frameworks prior taking a final decision on the architecture of the genomic data warehouse.Another clear finding is that there is no superior combination of query engine and storage format. Besides, in case of data warehouses solution there is a need for at least three kinds of processing: (i) ETL/ELT (extract, transform, load) processes for loading/refreshing tables, materialized views (aggregation tables), (ii) running large scale analytics and finally (iii) random records browsing. They all differ in query latency requirements. In case of the first two scenarios, it is acceptable that processing may take longer than a few seconds (e.g. up to few minutes), whereas range queries that are used to populate views of end user interfaces are expected to execute in a fraction of second. Taking into consideration presented results we recommend to use ORC file format together Presto as a tool for running interactive queries and Apache Spark 2 for implementing ETL processes and background queries for answering population scale research questions.Distributed machine learning libraries that integrate seamlessly with Apache Spark such as MLlib (<http://spark.apache.org/mllib/>) or Sparkling Water (<https://www.h2o.ai/download/sparkling-water/>) can be recommended for running more sophisticated exploratory analyses.Distributed OLAP cubes solution together with denormalized aggregation tables can serve as acceleration layer suitable for plugging into performant end user interfaces.In most of the cases usage of data compression (such as Snappy) is advisable as it substantially reduces storage requirements and do not negatively impact the performance. Since the data are stored in a columnar fashion sorting data by low cardinality columns such as chromosome, reference allele, alternative allele together with a sample identifier can improve the compression ratios even further.All the tested query engines support JDBC/ODBC standards and with some additional effort can execute the same SQL queries. This provides a possibility of relatively easy way of switching between execution engines.

Summary and future directions
-----------------------------

This study is intended to point out directions for database designers and bioinformaticians wishing to work on genomic big data currently being produced by sequencing. The computational experiment presented in the paper is an initial proof of the utility of modern columnar databases and query engines to genomic variant data warehouses. At the same time, it has been pointed out in the experiments results that for specific purposes the data structures and queries can be optimized and various query engines are complementary. The development of new distributed systems is an ongoing process, so benchmarks as presented in the paper should be run in the future also for the novel solutions that almost certainly will be developed in the software ecosystems. Such a benchmark can be easily updated, since the source code for our automated benchmarking framework along with data simulator, complete testing data set, SQL queries and raw results described above are publicaly available at <https://github.com/ZSI-Bio/variantsdwh>.

It needs to be also clearly stated that there is still a room for improvement in terms of the performance of genomic data warehouse solutions. Big data technologies such as Apache Kudu or more recent one---Apache CarbonData (<http://carbondata.incubator.apache.org>) indicates that it might be possible soon to have one storage format that supports OLAP style queries, sequential scans and random access efficiently. Moreover, both technologies allow performant random updates and inserts of data which would be desirable in many cases. Further improvements in vectorized query processing together with better support for Single Instruction Multiple Data extension available in modern CPUs would result in better performance of query engines. Integration of computation engines with hardware accelerators, such as graphic cards (General-purpose computing on graphics processing units), could be beneficial, especially in case of machine learning analyses.

Since the genomic variants datasets are indeed large, the execution time optimization can play significant positive role in personalized medicine research and near future applications of large genomic biobanks. This is not a trivial task, so will require more research and close collaboration between the medical domain experts and creators of modern distributed data processing applications. In particular, knowing the results of this paper, it is highly recommended that a definition of query types and templates is created in advance by the working together of database designers with the experts of clinical genomics and that its performance with particular storage and execution engines is tested with similar benchmarks.
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